Respected chief guest and guest of honour for today’s evening, other dignitaries on and off the dais, guests, directors, deans, heads, my fellow teachers and students, I feel great pleasure in presenting the annual report of Jodhpur Institute of Engineering & Technology.

To accomplish the dream of providing quality engineering education and to serve the need of Western Rajasthan, Arun Shanti Education Trust established this institute in 2003. I feel proud in stating that in last 13 years, this NBA accredited institute has become a pioneer engineering college in Rajasthan; imparting education to more than 3300 students in UG and PG programs. 51 students have already successfully completed their M. Tech. program from this institute and another 109 are pursuing the M. Tech. program. The institute has progressively become a choice of higher RPET rankers.

The regularity of classes, keen interest of the students, efforts of teachers, exemplary discipline in the campus provide an excellent academic environment, which has reflected in wonderful results: Last year about 70% students passed successfully with about 90%
of them securing I Div. and Hons. It is heartening to note that out of 50 merits of RTU in 5 engineering branches, in 2015 examination JIETians acquired 6 positions.

We conduct academic audits and follow-up actions are taken on the students’ feedback. Regular Faculty Development Programs, workshops, seminars and expert lectures are conducted. Last year more than 350 expert lectures were delivered by senior faculty members, experts from reputed institutes and research organizations for the students and faculty.

At present, 40% of the faculty is having M. Tech. degree and 22 of them have doctorate; about 50 teachers are pursuing their M. Tech. and Ph. D. programs.

The faculty is actively involved in research. There are more than 110 research publications; out of these publications about 60 are in International Journals of repute.

The students of the institute have proven their professional capabilities by getting selected to some of the best companies and have shown progressive better results in GATE examination. Last year 26 students passed successfully in GATE examination. Eight
students of the institute became student ambassador or partner of Google, Mozilla Fire Fox and Microsoft.

The students take active part in sports and other extra-curricular activities. Last year they won many medals in meets at IIT Jodhpur, Sardar Patel University, RTU, M.B.M. Engg. College, NIFT, etc.

In the end, I assure you all that we will continue to do better and scale newer heights.

Jai Hind, Jai JIET.
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